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1. Preview

Contrast Balkan Romance with the rest of Romance languages (Mišeska – Tomić 2006 a.o.):
- basic word order: VSO vs SVO (= S in argument A position)
- auxiliary status: clitic vs non-clitic

Hypothesis: In Romanian, the two parametric settings may be causally related leading to the change from Romance to Balkan templates

Clue: The structure of Old Romanian (OR) constructions with interpolations between AUX and the related verb (Todi 2001; Dragomirescu 2013; Pană Dindelegan 2016)

(1) ție au [Domează] to. all these shown
    to.you has Lord all these shown

‘Lord showed all these to you’

Proposal:
- AUX is a free morpheme in (1) and allowed for a grammar with SAI (i.e., AUX-to-C and the subject in Spec, TP), scrambling and neutral SVO word order = typical Romance language.
- AUX cliticization triggered AUX-V adjacency + loss of SVO configuration.
- The transitional stage from one system to another can be documented:
  (i) constructions with double subjects (allowing preverbal subjects to be reanalyzed as Topics instead of arguments in Spec,TP)
  (ii) overuse of subject-verb agreement on both AUX and the verb (signalling verb movement above vP).

Conclusion:
The generalization of VSO = an epiphenomenon of AUX cliticization; genuine SVO is residual.

---

1 Some examples and analysis come from Alboiu & Hill (2017).
2 SVO can also be derived in Romanian (Old and Modern) generally through DP fronting to discourse positions (Hill & Alboiu 2016; Pană Dindelegan 2016 a.o.); i.e., in A’ vs A Specifiers.
3 The timeline for Old Romanian begins with 1521 and ends in 1780 (Gheție 1997); this covers the oldest preserved piece of writing in Romanian (a short letter) up to the founding of the first Enlightenment movement by Romanian intellectuals. Cross-linguistically, this timeline corresponds to the Early Modern stages of other Romance and South Slavic languages.
2. Data and previous studies


Previous proposals:

(i) AUX with interpolation in (1) = a syntactic calques from Church Slavonic (e.g., Frâncu 2009). Inference: Church Slavonic has C oriented clitics (Pancheva 2005) → AUX is clitic in (1) but in C vs T.

(ii) AUX with interpolation in (1) = language internal phenomenon + AUX is non-clitic (Zamfir 2007) → traces of a more ancient word order.

(iii) Quantitative analysis: the construction is unproductive (e.g., 8, 84% in DIR; 10,31% in PO; 10,88% in Coresi’s texts; from Dragomirescu 2013)

(iv) AUX with interpolation = clitic pronouns with interpolation → items occur between T and v because the verb stays in v (Dragomirescu & Nicolae 2016); however, Nicolae (2019): interpolation AUX is a clitic; interpolation for clitics different from discontiguous verb cluster with AUX. Verb movement is gradual and reduces the discontiguous configuration to a contiguous one.

(2) a. 

\[ \text{aşa ne tare pedepses<ti>} \]

interpolation
like.this us hard punish.2
‘you punish us hard’ (FT, 5: 3v; Dragomirescu & Nicolae 2016)

b. 

\[ \text{cum au Cristus noauă dzis} \]

discontiguous verb cluster
as has Christ to.us said
‘as Christ has told us’ (FT.1571-5:1v; from Nicolae 2019:26)

What I adopt:

- the generic term interpolation
- the unstable degree of verb-movement in constructions as in (2b)
- the non-clitic status of AUX, because (3) and (4) and because of SAI - verb deletion (not possible with clitic AUX; Avram 1999; Avram & Hill 2007).

(3) a. 

\[ \text{de să va cunoaşte carii l-au rănit şi cine nu l-au --} \]

if REFL.3= will.3SG know who him=has hurt and who not him-has ‘if it will be known who has hurt him and who has not’(Pr.I 168:28/ Zamfir 2007: 163)

b. 

\[ \text{De voiu face aceasta de voe, plată am; iară să voiu --} \]

if will.1SG do This by will pay have.1 but if will.1SG fară de voe, vistiernicie mi e dată
without by will punishment to.me= is given
‘If I will do this willingly, I have rewards; but if I will (do it) unwillingly, punishment is given to me’ (NTB 231: 23-24/ Zamfir 2007: 320)

- verb coordination (not with clitic AUX; Avram 1999; Avram & Hill 2007).

(4) a. 

\[ \text{au rânduit şi tocmít} \]

has ordered and regulated
‘he has ordered and regulated’ (Lit.Buc. II: 17/ Zamfir 2007: 163)

b. va grăi, scrie și faci
   will.3SG speak write and do
‘he will speak, write and do’ (DIR XCCII 183, 8/ Zamfir 2007: 313)

→ AUX cannot be clitic and it occurs in texts written directly in Romanian
   • Interpolation with clitics and with AUX should be kept separate

What I doubt:
The analysis of interpolation with clitics according to the Romance template because:
   • clitic pronouns appear with interpolation in calques in texts translated from Church Slavonic, and Church Slavonic has systematic clitics at C
   • not only clitic pronouns but also the negation nu ‘not’ is treated as a clitic at C in some translations (e.g., 6% in Coresi PS), although nu is not clitic in OR and it is lower than C; e.g. under calque, nu cooccurs with V-to-C, which are routinely complementary in OR

   (5) a. că nu până în sfârșit [uitat] va fi
       that not until in end forgotten will.3SG be
       ‘for, in the end, forgotten he will not be’ (Coresi PS {13r})

   b. nu [milcuiescu]-mă
       not beg.1SG-REFL.1SG.ACC
       ‘I’m not begging’ (Coresi PS {49v})

What I argue against:
   • the clitic status of AUX in (2b)

3. Empirical observations

   • AUX is systematically adjacent to C-items, such as să/de ‘if’ in (3b) and wh-phrases in (7), every time C contains clause typing operators.4

   (6) când va [Domnedzeu] căuta pre voi, duceti-vă afară
       when will.3SG God search DOM you take.2PL outside
       de aicea oasele meale
       from here bones.the my
       ‘when God will search for you, take my bones out of here’ (PO, 179; A&H 2017)

   • The XP intervening between AUX and verb is systematically the subject in the presence of wh-movement (7) but can be any other XP in the absence of wh-movement (8).

---

4 Clause typing operators can be null or lexical, and are responsible for deriving interrogatives (Cheng 1997), relatives (Donati&Cechetto 2011), imperatives (Rivero & Terzi 1995), exclamatives (Zanuttini & Portner 2003). Declarative clauses are not typed by operators, nor are some relative clauses, especially in Romanian (Sevcenco 2015). In a cartographic representation (Rizzi 1997), clause typing operators are in Spec, ForceP.
God will also print and publish the others’ (PO, 11; A&H 2017)

‘you yourself came here’

Chronologically, AUX + interpolation coincides with the use of double subjects: (9a) with topicalization; (9b) with correlative. Such constructions disappear towards MR (Frâncu 2009, Todi 2001).

a. [darurile celealalte]i [eale]i să numără într... ‘for the other gifts count among the less important gifts’ (SA 75 – Gheţie 348)

b. [Carii]i rămân în păcate de duhul svânt... ‘Those who persist in their sins break away from the holy spirit’ (FT 2 – Gheţie 162)

A short-lived peculiarity occurring in 16th century texts is the morphological marking for subject-verb agreement not only on AUX but also on the verb (10).

‘those who have had done this’ (Cod Tod, 258; A&H 2017)

These observations point to tests on AUX and V movement.

4. AUX properties

AUX = verb without lexical feature but Agr+TAM

MR AUXs are all clitic: 5

➢ HIGHER: avea ‘have’; va ‘will’ (in the Agr component of T; Dobrovie-Sorin 1994)

(i) no tense inflection (e.g., am pus ‘have.1 put’ but *aveam scos ‘had.1 put’)

(ii) adjacency to clitic pronouns (sharing of phi-features; Ciucivara 2009)

➢ LOWER: fi ‘be’ = invariable in MR; perfective (Avram & Hill 2007)

5 The conditional auxiliary ar is also considered to originate from the ‘will’ root (Zamfir 2007: 295))
- default treatment: ‘have’/‘will’ clitics; only [phi] → merging site as in (11)
- interpolation ‘have’/‘will’ [phi]+[mood] → merge in T but not yet clitic
- ‘be’ shows unstable Agr+TAM and gradual feature stripping toward cliticization (14)

(13) a. *Era unii den cărtulari aciia șezându și cugeta* were some of savants here sitting and reflected

‘Some of those savants were sitting here and reflected’ (CEV, 50; A&H 2017)

b/b’ *de-ai hi dommiata sârguit să fii până acmu venit* if-have.2SG be lordship.your tried SUBJ be.2SG up.to now come

‘If your lordship tried to come before now’ (DIR, XCIII; A&H 2017)

c. *Ș-am văzduit și noi stâlpii pre mijlocul satului* and-have.1 seen also we pillars.the through middle.the village.the.GEN

‘And we also saw, across the middle of the village, the pillars that Zupco had settled’ (DRH, A, XIX, nr. 126, {156} 1626; A&H 2017)

→ AUX *fi* ‘be’ merges in Asp but varies in inflectional properties (the features it spells out)

(14) a. C/Fin *era* > T > Asp/T > v +V

[*REALIS*] <[PST; *uphi*:3SG]> <[IMPFV; *UNFL*: T]>

b. C/Fin *ai* > T *hi* > Asp/T *hi* > v +V

[*IRREALIS*] [*uphi*:2SG] [*PFV; *UNFL*: T]

b’. C/Fin *să* > T *fii* > Asp/T *fii* > v +V

[*IRREALIS*] [*uphi*:2SG] <[PFV; *UNFL*: T]>

c. C/Fin *au* > T *fost* > Asp/fost > v +V

[*REALIS*] [PST; *uphi*:3SG] <[PFV; *UNFL*: T]>

→ Transitional stages in the grammaticalization of *fi* ‘be’ from non-clitic to invariable clitic

- (13b/b’): free variation of (non)inflected forms for subject-verb agreement
- (15): optional inflection of the past participle for subject-verb agreement

(15) a. *ceia ce vor fi botedzați finul* those.MASC who will.1PL= be christened.1PL.MASC godson.the

‘those who will have christened the godson’ (LP 242/Zamfir 2007: 317)

b. *neștiindu nimele de înșii, nice de lucrurile lor,*
not knowing nobody about them. MASC nor about deeds. the. FEM their
ce au fost făciți sau petrecuți în Țara Muntenească
that have.3 been done. MASC or undergone. MASC in Wallachia
‘with nobody knowing of them, nor of their deeds that they have accomplished or
enterprised in Wallachia’ (DIR LXXXIX 181: 6 apud Zamfir 2007: 165)

✓ adjacency between ‘be’ and past participle (transition from non-clitic to clitic)
✓ reinforcement of subject-AUX agreement through Agr inflection on past participle (Agr
is weakened on ‘be’ and then lost)

5. Verb movement

Interpolation AUX combines with verb forms: past participle; infinitive; gerund
Interpolation AUX does not interfere with verb movement out of vP
Challenge: prolific constituent fronting (16)

(16) iară [cătră necredincioşi] [nici un cuvânt] [atunce]
but toward unbelievers not one word then
[al lui] nu va fi (PO, 32)
of his not will.3SG be
‘but not one word of his will then be directed toward the unbelievers’

Tests:

(i) bare quantifiers in post-verbal A subject position (Cinque 1990, Erteschik-Shir 1997)

(17) s-ară fi grăit aimintrea [vP cineva pântru noi]
if=would.3 be spoke otherwise someone for us
`if someone would have spoken differently for us` (DIR XLIV, 5,1600; A&H 2017)
→ post-verbal subjects occur routinely

(18) a. se-au [de voie] dată [vP elu pre muncă]
REFL.3=has of will given he towards work
‘he willingly strived to work’ (CEV 88:35 apud Zamfir 2007: 159)

b. până vor [mai bine] înțelege [vP creștinii]
until will.3PL more= well understand Christians.the
‘until the Christians will better understand (this)’ (CM, 263r/ Nicolae 2015:13)

c. iară era [acia] săzând [vP unii den cârtulari] și cugetând
and were here sitting some of savants and reflecting
‘And some of the wise men were sitting here and reflecting’ (NT, 42v; A&H 2017)

(ii) XP merged in the discourse field of vP
(19) a. *Acesta va ca cu seacerea rătează de pre lume* 
this will.3SG as with sickle.the mow of from world DOM me 
și pre ruda mea toată.] and DOM family my all
‘As by sickle, this one will mow me and my family out of this world’ (Moxa, 2 158)

b. *să ară amu fi [aciia] [vP Fiul pacelor]* 
if would.3 now be here son.the easter GEN
‘if the Son of Easter would be here’ (C-Tetr, 2 139v; A&H 2017)

(20) [*have’/’will’ [AspP/TPanterior ‘be’ [AspP verb [vP <verb>]]]*] **V-to-Asp**

(21) a. *nici să ară cineva den morți învia* 
not.even if AUXCOND.3SG someone from dead.PL resurrect.INF
‘even if someone resurrected from the dead they would not have faith’
(CC1.1567:124r; from Nicolae 2019: 33)

b. *S-au neștire de intaiul ceas lucratu* 
if=AUX.PERF.3SG someone from first.the hour work.PLE
‘if someone worked since dawn’ (CSvII.1590-602:63v; from Nicolae 2019: 33)

→ c. [*have’/’will’ [AspP/TPanterior ‘be’ [AspP [vP verb]]]*] **V-to-v**

**Conclusions:**
- Interpolation AUX may cooccur with verbs that move or stay in situ (V-to-Asp; Asp-continuative or perfect heads in Cinque’s 1990 hierarchy)\(^6\)
- Theoretical consistency: verb movement is generalized in 16\(^{th}\) century texts
- Interpolation AUX cooccurs with the spellout of subjects in vP (transition to VSO)

6. **Word order: interpolation material**

The type and merging site of interpolated XP correlate with the clause typing operator

6.1. **Declarative clauses: Scrambling**

AUX lower than the negation nu ‘not’ (free morpheme in Isac 2015 for MR; Hill & Alboiu 2016 for OR) + supports proclitics + precedes the verb in Asp

(22) a. *și nu-l va [numai] proslăvi [vP [Dumnezeu] [pre cela]]* 
and not=him will.3 only bless God DOM that
‘and God will not only bless that one’ (CEV, 246; A&H 2017)

b. *Iară era [aciia] șăzând [vP unii den cărtulari] și cugetând*
and were here sitting some of savants and reflecting
‘And some of the wise men were sitting here and reflecting’ (NT, 42v; A&H 2017)

\[\text{se-au [de voe] dată [vP elu pre munca]}
\]
`he willingly strived to work’ (CEV 88:35 apud Zamfir 2007: 159)

\[\rightarrow \text{AUX in Agr/T}
\]
\[\rightarrow \text{XP between AUX and verb in Asp is in the middle field (a Spec, Asp) = scrambling}
\]
\[\rightarrow \text{Zamfir (2007): scrambled XPs in declaratives are mostly (but not exclusively) AdvPs}
\]
\[\rightarrow \text{only one XP interpolation at a time when V-to-Asp}
\]

\[\text{(23)} \quad [\text{C P} \ [\text{TP AUX [Asp } \ [\text{XP [Asp verb [vP (<XP>)[vP <verb> (<XP>)]]}}]]]]
\]

**Conclusion:**
Interpolation involves scrambling to A’ Spec,AspP vs adjoining to AspP (a uniqueness constraint reminiscent of quantificational chains).\(^7\)

### 6.2. Conditional clauses: SAI + (Scrambling)

- OR complementizers: să or de in Force (Hill & Alboiu 2016) = clause typing operators
- Verb in Asp: [afară] adjoined to vP (24a); fi `be’ in Asp (24b)

\[a. \ Să \ voiu [eu] tinde [afară] mână mea
\]
`if I will extend my hand outside’ (PO, 188; A&H 2017)

\[b. \ De \ va [neştine] fi avându vro fată
\]
`if someone had a girl (with a former wife)’ (Prav.:229; from Nicolae 2019:19)

➢ Word order: să/de > non-clitic AUX > Subject > (XP) > verb > Objects = SAI
\[\rightarrow BQ\text{-subject in A position higher than Spec,vP = Spec,TP}
\]

\[\text{(25)} \quad a. \ nece să arî [cineva] [pP din morți] învie, nu va avea credinți
\]
`nor if someone from dead return not will have faith’
(Cod Tod, 98:6; A&H 2017)

\[b. \ S-au [neştiere] [pPde întâiul ceas] lucrătu, să ia astăzi
\]
`if=has someone from first.the hour worked subj take today
-pay deserved

---
\(^7\) No exception to this rule in declarative clauses in my data. Caveat: if the verb remains in vP (Dragomirescu & Nicolae 2016), more than one constituent should be able to interpolate as merged in TopicP/FocusP above vP, in addition to scrambling.
‘If someone worked since dawn, he should receive the deserved pay today’
(C-PS, VII 63v; A&H 2017)

c. de-ai hi [domniata] sârguit să fii până acmu veni
if-have.2SG be lordship.your tried SUBJ be.2SG up.to now come

‘If your lordship tried to come before now’
(DIR, XCIII; from A&H 2017)

clitics

(26) De se va omul sui in ceriu 1.[Cl-AUX]-to-Fin = SAI
if REFLEX.3 will.3 man.the ascend to heaven 2. AUX in T + Subj in Spec,vP
‘If man would ascend to heaven’ (FD.1592-604:466r; from Nicolae 2019)

Neg-to-Fin instead of AUX-to-Fin (unattested) → no SAI

(27) [CP OP cond Force să/de [FinP AUX [TP DP SU [T <Aux> [AspP (XP) [Asp (V) [vP ...]]]]]]]

Conclusion:
• SAI confirms non-clitic AUX
• Non-clitic AUX is in Agr/T in the presence of declarative ‘that’, but moves to Fin in the presence of conditional să/de.
• V-to-C is lost in MR conditionals
• SAI indicates that Spec,TP used to be an A position in OR, hence genuine SVO attested

6.3. Interrogative clauses: SAI

Theoretical predictions: V-to-C; no scrambling (XP scrambling interferes with wh-movement)

OR data show:
• Complementizers = 0
• Clause typing operators = wh-phrases or 0
• SAI = Aux-to-C + Subject in Spec, TP
• No scrambling → OK AdvPs with first merge in A’-Spec
• Neg-to-Fin (30) = no SAI
• Proclitics: either [Cl+AUX]-to-Fin or Long distance Agree (MR option)

(28) a. cum voiu [eu] lâsa pre voi şi pre mituteii voştri?
how will.1SG I abandon DOM you and DOM children yours
‘how am I going to abandon you and your children?’ (PO, 210; from A&H 2017)

b. iară când va [unchiul] [mainte] lua nepoata
and when will.3 uncle.the first take niece.the
‘and when the uncle will have first married his niece’ (Prav:265v; Nicolae 2019: 26)

---

8 Equivalent to Fr. s’aurait-il regardé ‘refl3-would.3-he looked’ = SAI with proclitics vs regardes-le ‘look at him’ = V-to-C with enclitics
(29) *Ce va [amu] fii noao?*
what will now be for us

‘What will be for us now?’ (CEV, 220; from A&H 2017)

(30) *au nu v-am eu spus voao că*
PART not to.you-have.1 I told to.you that

‘didn’t I tell you that...’ (DVT.1679-99:284v; from Nicolae 2019)

(31) *Sau cine vă va pre voi mântui de la mene?*
or who you will.3 DOM you save from me

‘Or who will save you from me?’ (MI.~1630:18; from Nicolae 2019)

(32) a. *[ForceP/FocP WH [FinP AUX [TP DP SU [T <AUX> [AspP (V) [vP <DP SU> (V) <WH>]]]]]]
b. *[ForceP/FocP WH [FinP AUX [TP DP SU [T <AUX> [AspP XP [Asp V [AspP<XP> [vP <DP SU> <WH>]]]]]]]]

6.4. Relative clauses: (SAI)

Clause typing operator → obligatory SAI
Wh-movement unstable (Sevcenco 2015 for OR; Dobrovie-Sorin 1990 for MR)
→ when -Wh-movement (matching derivation) scrambling ok
→ when +Wh-movement (raising derivation), scrambling is out

(33) a. *ce va [el] dvice voao aceaia faceți*
what will.3 he say to.you that do.2PL

‘whatever he says to you you do it’ (PO, 145; from A&H 2017)

b. *Ținem ce au [Domnul] [PP cu noi] făcut*
hold.1PL what has God with us done

‘we hold what God did unto us’ (PO, 221; from A&H 2017)

Support from the theory of grammar:
- Bhatt & Pancheva (2005): conditionals and free relatives have identical feature content

6.5. Summary of results re: non-clitic AUX

- There is AUX-to-Fin in the presence of clause typing operators, hence the adjacency between AUX and the relevant complementizers or *wh*-phrases.
- There is an argumental position for subjects in Spec,TP which can host bare quantifiers. This is seen in configurations with clause operators, where the subject immediately follows AUX in Fin. This subject cannot be in Spec,vP, as it is higher than V in Asp.
- AUX-to-Fin and subject in Spec,TP linearizes as SAI.
- Scrambling to an A’ Spec,AspP occurs in complementary distribution with *wh*-movement because it involves a quantificational chain.
No clause typing operator (i.e., declarative clauses)

(34)  a. \([\text{CP} \ [\text{TP} \ \text{DP}_{\text{SU}} \ \text{T} \ \text{AUX} \ [\text{AspP} \ \text{XP} \ [\text{Asp} \ V \ -v \ \text{vP} \ <\text{DP}> \ <v> \ldots <\text{XP}>]])]]\)

With clause typing operators (i.e., conditionals, interrogatives, relatives)

b. \([\text{[ForceP/FocP WH [\text{FinP} \ \text{AUX} \ [\text{TP} \ \text{DP}_{\text{SU}} \ [\text{T <AUX>} \ [\text{AspP} \ V \ [\text{vP} \ <\text{DP}_{\text{SU}} > \ <\text{WH}>] ]]]]]}\]

7. Diachronic change

Theoretical predictions:
(i) AUX cliticization involves head-head fusion with the verb, that is, T=Asp. One consequence is the suppression of Spec,AspP between these heads, which allowed for scrambling. So the fronting to discourse positions of constituents with wide scope could only target the CP, not the middle field.
(ii) AUX cliticization also cancels AUX-to-C and SAI. If operators activate the [modal] feature of Fin, which probes for compatible goals, clitic AUX fails to qualify as a goal, so, instead, the verb must undergo the movement to Fin. That introduces LHM in the language.
(iii) AUX cliticization and the loss of SAI also entail the loss of the clue for Spec,TP as an A position for subjects. So preverbal subjects are reanalysed as Topics in the CP domain.

Verifying the predictions:

7.1. Loss of scrambling

Cause:
- AUX is reanalyzed as a clitic (Balkan characteristic)
- obligatory adjacency of clitic AUX (and other clitics) in T to the verb in Asp [AUX=V]

Mechanism:
- heads T and Asp are fused at PF ((Distributed Morphology; Siddiqi 2009)

Consequence:
- Spec,AspP for scrambling is eliminated
- fronted constituents may either precede or follow [AUX=V]

Options for constituent fronting:
- the discourse area above vP (for narrow scope)
- the CP field (for wide scope).

Evidence for transitional stages (short lived): subject-verb hyper-agreement (35)

(35) \(\text{să va fi crescûtă feciori}\)
    if will.2SG be raised.FEM sons
    ‘if she would have raised sons’ (NTB 282r:12-13; Zamfir 2007:317)

→ the phi-features of T are redistributed on inflectional heads at PF because Agr features can associate with both T and Asp, through fission, on the condition that they are adjacent.
→ (35) is an indication for the learner that ți ‘be’ is adjacent to the verb, with no intervening Spec position, therefore, a clitic.

Change:
- the clitic status of AUX is stabilized (hyper-agreement disappears)
- AUX/T and V/Asp heads are systematically fused at PF

7.2. From T-to-C to Asp-to-C

Cause:
- clitic AUX merged in TP field does not move - irrespective of clause type
- T ‘have’/’will’/Asp be/Asp verb adjacency - irrespective of clause type

Consequence:
- [modal] in Fin probes for verb or negation instead of clitic AUX → loss of SAI

Mechanism
- Long Head Movement (LHM - Rivero 1993 et seq.) replaces SAI
- unsystematic LHM in the 16th century (Zafiu 2014; Nicolae 2015, 2019)

(36) a. \([\text{FocP până când } [\text{TopP păcătoșii } [\text{FipP laudă}[\text{TP -se?}]]]]\)
   until when sinners.the boast -themselves
   ‘until when will sinners keep boasting?’ (CEV, 24; A&H 2017)

b. \(\text{Dară } [\text{FocP cine } [\text{TopP amu den bogații } [\text{FipP putea } [\text{tp-se-va spâsi?}]]]]\)
   but who now from rich could =himself=will repent
   ‘But who from among the rich will be able to repent?’ (CEV, 325; A&H 2017)

Evidence for LHM (i.e., Asp verb-to-Fin):
- enclitics in T
- Focus and Topic constituents precede V

Change:
- loss of clues for [modal] in Fin → checking through move changes to long distance Agree, irrespective of clause type
- reanalysis of trigger for LHM - from [modal] to [focus] null operator in 17th century
  → Asp verb-to-Focus in complementary distribution with Neg-to-Focus and with wh- or
  any XP movement to Spec, FocP (Alboiu et al. 2015; Hill & Alboiu 2016)
- SAI (i.e., T-to-Fin with A Specs) changes to LHM (i.e., Asp-to-Foc with A’ Specs)
  → head movement is equally split into A- versus A’- movement (Roberts 2001, 2010).

Note:
V-to-Focus is not due to some discourse feature on V (i.e. the lexical verb is not focused) but
applies to AUX as well as long as AUX is not a clitic.⁹

---

⁹ Alboiu et al (2015) argue that OR had a null focus operator that triggered head-to-head movement for checking.
Only non-clitic elements merged in heads qualified for this movement. So V-to-Focus is justified through
configurational needs, not through the focus feature itself, which explains why not only the verb but also NEG could
be probed (whichever head was closer to the probe).
(37) **Fostu-s-au cersut cazacii să-i lasă călări ..**

be.PST.PRTC-REFL-has beg.PRTC Kazakhs SUBJ-them leave riding

‘The Kazakhs had begged them to let them ride their horses.’ (N, 381; A&H 2017)

7.3. SVO to VSO

Cause:
- loss of SAI → loss of evidence for Spec, TP

Consequence:
- gradual reanalysis of high subjects as topics, instead of argumental

Mechanism:
- subject spellout in situ (Spec, vP)
- gradual long distance Agree T-DP<sub>subject</sub> instead of DP movement
- reanalysis of utterances as Topic-comment structures

Evidence of transitional reanalysis up to 19<sup>th</sup> century (Frâncu 2009)
- post-verbal subjects in the presence of non-clitic AUX (see ex. (16))
- double subjects that involve topicalization or correlatives (38)

(38) a. *[Radul-vodă cel Frumos]<sub>j</sub> j [acesta]<sub>j</sub> au făcut mănăstirea ot Tanganul

Radu-King the Handsome this has=built monastery.the at Tangan

‘King Radu the Handsome has built the monastery of Tanganul’ (Frâncu 2009: 340)

b. [Volodiovschie, starostele de Camenită,...]<sub>j</sub> j [el]<sub>j</sub> au intrat...

Volodjovsky clergyman.the of Camenita he has entered

‘Volodjovsky, the clergyman from Kraskow, entered’ (N, 45; A&H 2017)

c. [Cine]<sub>j</sub> j cearcă, [el]<sub>j</sub> află... şi [cine]<sub>j</sub> cere [el]<sub>j</sub> dobândêşte

who Tries He discovers and who asks he obtains

‘the one who tries discovers and the one who asks obtains it’ (Prav, 239/ Gheţie 162)

→ the spelled out pronoun provides evidence for Spec,TP
→ it also provides evidence that the doubling phrase is a topic

Change:
- only the clue for the topic status of the DP remains,
- any preverbal subject is directly associated with a topic reading, without the need of further prompting from a resumptive element in Spec,TP
- slow stabilization for this parametric setting (much later than loss of SAI)

Problem: bare quantifier subjects (BQ)
- BQ in Spec, vP = narrow scope only (Alboiu 2002)
- BQ with wide scope need an A position at left periphery of clauses (Motapanyane 1994, Hill 2002)
  → quantifiers “indentifying without exclusion” (É. Kiss 1998: 252) or else failure to bind variable in TP
A position reanalyzed from Spec, TP to Spec, FinP (Hill & Alboiu 2016)
→ BQ precedes să-SBJV in Fin (36a)\(^{10}\)
→ BQ follows constituents in Topic and Focus (36b)

(36) a. **Cineva** să stea <cineva> la ușă.
    someone SUBJ stand at door
    ‘Someone should stand by the door.’ (from A&H 2017)

b. \([\text{TOPP} \text{Noaptea}], \ [\text{FOCP} \text{în mod sigur}] \text{cineva} \text{ se va împiedica de scară.} \)
    night.the in way sure someone REFL=will stumble on stairs
    ‘In the night, someone will certainly stumble on the stairs.’ (from A&H 2017)

Result for MR: subject positions after loss of Spec, TP
- Spec,vP as the neutral A-position (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994 a.o.);
- Spec,FinP = A-position for quantifiers with wide scope (Hill & Alboiu 2016)
- Spec, FocusP above vP for subjects with information focus (Belletti 2008)
- Spec,FocusP in C for contrastively focused subjects (including wh-subjects);
- Spec, TopP in C for topicalized subjects (Cornilescu 2000 a.o.);
- Spec,ForceP for relativized subjects (Rizzi 2004)

8. Conclusions

Epiphenomena of AUX cliticization:
- Loss of XP scrambling through loss of Spec, AspP due to AUX=V adjacency
  → grammar shifts to complete discourse configurationality (in terms of É. Kiss 1998)
- Shift from SAI to LHM
  → reanalysis of trigger for V-movement from [modal] to [focus] null OP
    (null OPs are lost by the 19\(^{th}\) century, hence no LHM in MR)
- Shift from SVO to VSO
  → loss of Spec, TP triggered by loss of SAI
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